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VISA S.p.A.
HISTORY
Mr. Benvenuto Barro founded the company in 1960 when he
sensed that the increasing energy demands in certain sectors
could be met with generating sets. In the 1980's, with the
generational change from father to sons, Lorenzo and Marco,
the company moved its interest and activities into foreign
markets where seriousness, commitment and product quality
have been rewarded globally over the course of 50 years. Visa
works in 60 countries on 7 continents.
NEW SITE
As of January 01, 2009 Visa moved into a new modern
36000sqm production facility, 18000sqm of which are for
generating set assembly. The recent introduction of the new
production process called "Lean Production" has further
improved production efficiency and flexibility, increasing
product control. The new Visa site, considered by many as a
great industrial model for production and logistical efficiency, in
addition to the production site, offers a wide range of services
for operators and guests: two-equipped training rooms, 3
conference rooms, 3 lounges, dining hall, 12 meeting rooms.
HEAD OFFICE AND PRODUCTION SITE
via Iº Maggio, 55 - 31043 Fontanelle (TV)
Tel: +39 0422 5091 email: visa@visa.it
Total production area SQ.M. 18000
Total premises area SQ.M. 36000
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Resources and manufacturing

STOCK - JUST IN TIME
A large space is dedicated to the efficient and safe stock of
production components. In particular, 2 entire buildings are
earmarked for the storage of engines and alternators where
temperature is controlled to protect the product. Thanks to the
efficient and powerful integrated management system "SAP"
and to the proper management of information, Visa SpA has
managed to notably reduce the stock of raw materials while
maintaining high production capacity.
LEAN PRODUCTION
The recent introduction of the new production process, Lean
Production, has improved production efficiency and flexibility
as well as increased each phase of quality control. This new
production process includes the optimization of the working
spaces according to the type of gensets that must be
accommodated in the assembly area. The working areas
appointed to medium/high power range gensets, have more
room and access than the areas for lower power range gensets,
all with cranes.
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Quality and certification
CERTIFIED SERIOUSNESS
Visa S.p.A. was certified ISO 9002:94 in 1997, and subsequently
extended to ISO 9001:94 in 2000. In 2002 Visa was awarded ISO
9001:2000 which was updated to ISO 9001:2008 in 2009 and
confirmed thereon up to 2012. Visa S.p.A. was also awarded ISO
14001:96 in 2002, updated to ISO 14001:2004 in 2005 and
confirmed thereon up to 2012. Tailoring its production standards to
international technical specifications combined with rigid product
testing, has allowed Visa to become a world-wide symbol of
efficiency and quality becoming the official supplier of the largest
telecommunications companies in China, Philippines, UAE, Germany,
Singapore and Japan.
AUTHORIZED ECONOMIC OPERATOR
As of January 01, 2008, the European Union introduced Regulations
n° 648/2005 and n° 1875/2006 modifying respectively the
Community Customs Code (Reg (EC) n° 2913/1992) and the Code
Enforcement Regulation (Reg. (EC) n° 2454/1993), on the issuance of
an Authorized Trader Certificate to traders operating in Territory.
Visa S.p.A. successfully obtained the A.E.O. Certificate and as of
January 27th, 2010 is officially authorized. This authorization allows
Visa to directly carry out the customs procedures making the
transactions within the EU much easier.
TRAINING AND CONFERENCES
At Visa, attention is always paid to training courses for technicians
and dealers. Visa S.p.A. has a sophisticated training room directly
connected to the testing rooms so that all trainees can run tests and
simulations safely. Visa S.p.A. regularly holds meetings with its
various dealers and partners updating them about new solutions and
strategies. A fully equipped conference room has been set up to
make the monthly meetings, conferences and training sessions more
comfortable.
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The power of the group

THE POWER OF THE GROUP
The main reasons of Visa’s success, both in Italy and abroad are:
expertise in suggesting the right products suitable to the specific
needs, high quality products and great reliability, quality of
service, the human factor, wide range of engines and powers
available in stock, highly qualified technical personnel for
consultation on installation and commissioning, well trained staff
24 hours a day for any emergency, 98% customer satisfaction,
adaptable to different market’s needs, continuous investment in
research and product development.
DIVERSIFICATION AND KNOW-HOW
Thanks to production diversification, Visa has managed to acquire
an important know-how in the fields of sound-attenuating
material and motorpumps; the experience and knowledge
acquired gave way to new ideas and project development in
sectors other than standard electricity generation. An example of
the integration between the technologies is the motor pumpgenset called "DUPLOMEC", distributed by Nettuno S.r.l. or the
electricity generators integrated into self-moving platforms.
VISA GROUP
Visa S.p.a. group operates in three manufacturing sectors under
three different brands: ONIS VISA for the energy division, to
which the gensets are destined, METEOR for sound-attenuating
materials' divison and NETTUNO referring to water division, with
motorpumps and self-propelled irrigation systems.
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Rental department

FLEET
Visa S.p.A. offers a fleet of 280 sound-attenuated generators, of
recent production, ranging from 18.0kVA to 1900.0 kVA. Different
versions are available to meet different needs; gensets can be
paralleled to reach 10000.0 kVA. All machines are equipped with
safety features that comply with current regulations. Besides the
standard version, Visa S.p.A. offers generators with variable
frequency from 50 to 60 Hz and/or multiple voltages, gensets can
be provided with an automatic control panel, parallel control
panel and two-grouped units. Super silent versions are also
available, 50 dBA at 7 metres.
SERVICES OFFERED BY VISA S.p.A.
-Consultation: technical staff dedicated to the study and
development of projects or specific applications;
-Transportation: it offers to its customers crane trucks for the
delivery and for the pick up of gensets;
-Installation and start up (at an extra cost);
-Availability: highly qualified personnel available. In special cases,
Visa Rent offers its well trained staff 24 hours a day for control
and maintenance of the generating sets;
-Plant management;
-Global insurance coverage.
HEAD OFFICE
via Vallonto, 53 - 31043 Fontanelle (TV)
Tel: +39 0422 818633 email: visa@visa.it
Total production area SQ.M. 3000
Total premises area SQ.M. 10000
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Sound-attenuating
department
COMPANY
Meteor S.r.l. was founded in 1988 and is specialized in the
production and distribution of sound-attenuating materials. A
wide range of noise absorption and acoustic containment
products (rustication type, pyramid type, smooth type, coupled
with lead or charged rubber) are always available in the
warehouse located in Ponte di Piave (TV); on request, Meteor
can provide the product already cut and shaped according to
the client’s specifications. There is a data sheet for each
product that certifies its composition and characteristics.
SERVICE QUALITY
The timely delivery of materials and logistic service offered to
clients is another aspect that makes the Meteor company one
of the most appreciated companies in its filed.
AREAS OF APPLICATION
Examples of product applications are: boating, construction,
design, industry, hospital, hotel industry, agricultural machinery,
special equipment.
HEAD OFFICE
via Delle Industrie, 23 - 31047 Levada di P. di Piave (TV)
Tel: +39 0422 853886 email: info@insonorizzanti.it
Total production area SQ.M. 1500
Total premises area SQ.M. 25000
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Irrigation department

NETTUNO®
Visa S.p.A.'s irrigation division , registered under the brand
name Nettuno®, has produced high quality self- propelled
irrigation systems and motor pumps for more than 30 years.
The export share is 90% of the total turnover, of which more
than 50% in the European market. The reliability and versatility
of Nettuno’s products are due to the use of the best
components and latest technology which gives significant
energy savings, as well as a decrease operating costs. The
experience we have gained in 40 countries all over the world,
under the most different and difficult environmental conditions,
allows VISA S.p.A. to completely satisfy all the modern
agriculture’s need, in full compliance with environmental
respect.
QUALITY OF SERVICE
Design, robustness, hot galvanizing, innovative accessories,
customer support, short delivery, great after sales service and
qualified technical support ranging from the initial project
design to final installation. These are the strengths of VISA
S.p.A. A company that, from the single component to the
complete plant, is a guarantee of quality and prompt service for
a constantly evolving agricultural field.
HEAD OFFICE
via Vallonto, 53 - 31043 Fontanelle (TV)
Tel: +39 0422 5092 email: info@nettuno-irrigazione.com
Total production area SQ.M. 3000
Total premises area SQ.M. 10000
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Potentiality and
performances
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SMART GROWING
Visa S.p.A. has always focused its attention on the global
market's needs, tailoring production and sales policies to
economic changes. Particular emphasis is given to design with
the objective of satisfying customer needs and developing a full
range of products quickly maintaining high quality
Nowadays, VISA generators, with their many variants, are
among the most versatile and complete in the market.
MARKETS AND CLIENTS
Visa successfully operates in the private market, construction
and industrial fields as well as entertainment sectors. It has
cooperated for many years with different international
organizations and governments to meet the growing need of
energy that, according to recent surveys, represents one of the
priorities in the next decade. In the next three years, Visa will
focus its efforts in increasing its market share in the public
sector focusing in particular on health and energy. The energy
market is a unique source of opportunity and for this reason,
Visa is about to step into important collaborations with energy
companies in Italy and abroad. Nevertheless, the private
market remains the company’s primary focus and the next three
years will be targeted to strengthening and expanding the
existing global sales network.

54,5
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Special features are standard

XXL STANDARD
8500 models, 4 electrical versions and 8 basic colours allow the
client to choose amongst 272.000 possible configurations making
it hard not to find the right model for your needs. To complete
this large standard range, Visa offers different accessories that
allow the genset to adapt to many operational requirements: preheaters, remote control panels, trailers, central lifting eye,
automatic control panels, external sockets and additional fuel
tanks are just some of the options that can be requested.
SPECIAL? WE DO MORE
A future that is increasingly more oriented towards electricity
generation will require more sophisticated generating sets for
more complex applications. Visa’s client can count on a research
and development team of engineers and commercial technicians
that will offer the best solutions to meet the client’s needs while
granting reliability and safety.
CUSTOMISING
The technological progress of electrical devices has led many
manufacturers of industrial machinery to substitute pneumatic and
hydraulic systems with electric ones which are more versatile and
reliable. This process has caused the need to equip self-propelled
machinery with an integrated electricity generator. Visa S.p.A. has
been collaborating with leading manufacturers of self-propelled
machinery in order to create a generator model that can be easily
integrated in various types of machinery.
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Some of our partners:

These companies' product names or trademarks are used herein for identification
purposes only and belong to their respective companies.
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Some of our partners:
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These companies' product names or trademarks are used herein for identification
purposes only and belong to their respective companies.

Some of our partners:

These companies' product names or trademarks are used herein for identification
purposes only and belong to their respective companies.
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Head office and production site
via Iº Maggio, 55
31043 Fontanelle (TV) ITALY
Tel: +39 0422 5091
Fax: +39 0422 509350
email: visa@visa.it
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Rental department
via Vallonto, 53
31043 Fontanelle (TV) ITALY
Tel: +39 0422 818633
Fax: +39 0422 509351
email: visa@visa.it
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